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About this Journal
This Journal was created under the direction of Wally
Hansen – a dedicated Grower, Aficionado and
Passionate Lover of Northwest Native Plants.
This Journal is not ‘commercial.’ Our goals are:
A — To generate interest, even passion,
concerning the magnificent Native Plants of the
Pacific Northwest.
B — To help you create your own Native Plant
Gardens, large or small, for home or work.
C — To help you propagate and “grow on” those
species that interest you the most.
D — To inform both Home Gardeners and
interested Professionals of many disciplines
concerning trends and news items from my
little corner of the world.
E — To help the reader enjoy native plants
more by understanding the historical and
cultural role of native plants (i.e.–use by Native
Americans, pioneers, early botanists, etc.).

Tiger Lily (Lillium columbianum)
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On the Cover: Pacific Dogwood
Cornus nuttalli (Pacific Dogwood)
A beautiful northwest native tree,
about 20 - 30 feet tall at
maturity.
Named after Thomas Nuttall
(1784-1859), English-American
botanist and ornithologist. The
name was given by John James
Audubon (1785-1851), the great
describer and painter of American
birds, and a friend of Nuttall.
Audubon writes that the plant is
“a superb species of Dogwood,
discovered by our learned friend
Thomas Nuttall, Esq., when on a
march towards the shores of the
Pacific Ocean, and which I have
graced with his name!” (Peattie,
1953).
From Oregon State’s website
http://oregonstate.edu/dept/
ldplants/conu.htm

Photo credit: Walter Siegmund
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Weeds

High summer in the native garden
The August edition of Clean Water Connection suggests a less labor day:
“Tired of spending your days watering, weeding and fertilizing your
yard? Remove non-native, invasive plants and replace them with
natives. You’ll save time, money and attract native wildlife to your
yard.”
Ths article focuses on four all-too-prominent invasive that were
introduced in the Pacific northwest a long time ago. With the agreeable
climate and a dearth of natural factors to keep them cooperative, they
wasted no time to settle in.
Lest we take off on the same tangent used in the southern states and
introduce specific enemies of the aliens, we now must clean up the mess
we allowed to occurwith hard work and maybe some goats rented as
clean machines in some locations. We did learn our lesson when we
introduced Kudzu.
Check the latest information about these and other “weeds” at the
National Invasive Species Information Center (NISIC): Gateway to
invasive species information; covering Federal, State, local, and
international sources. http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/index.shtml

Portland Oregon is the birthplace of the No Ivy League, a group of gardeners and other
Earth lovers who do their best to remove English ivy from the Pacific northwest. A thirst
for greater knowledge about this abusive invader spawned the Know Ivy League. Check out
their website at http://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/47820
Join the leagues on October 5, 2013 for the No Ivy Day 10th Anniversary!
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Weeds, continued

Alliaria petiolata
Photo credi:
Phyzome
First year foliage

Garlic Mustard (Allaria petiolata)
Native to western and central Asia, and
northwestern Africa, from Morocco, Iberia and the
British Isles, north to northern Scandinavia, and
east to northern India and western China
(Xinjiang). First discovered in 1868 a biennial
flowering plant in the Mustard family,
Brassicaceae.
In the first year of growth, plants form clumps of
round shaped, slightly wrinkled leaves, that when
crushed smell like garlic. The next year plants
flower in spring, producing cross shaped white
flowers in dense clusters. As the flowering stems
bloom they elongate into a spike-like shape.
When blooming is complete, plants produce
upright fruits that release seeds in mid-summer.
Plants are often found growing along the margins
of hedgerows, giving rise to the old British folk
name of Jack-by-the-hedge. Other common
names include Garlic Root, Hedge Garlic, Saucealone, Jack-in-the-bush, Penny Hedge and Poor
Man’s Mustard. The genus name Alliaria,
“resembling Allium”, refers to the garlic-like odour
of the crushed foliage.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliaria_petiolata

Allaria petiolata
Photo credit: Sannse
Second year bloom
closeup
Alliaria petiolata
Photo ctrfit:
O. Pichard

Do not pur this plant in the compost, espeelially
the seeds!
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Weeds, continued
Japaneese Knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum) aka Fallopia
japonica, commonly known as Japanese knotweed, is a large,
herbaceous perennial plant of the family Polygonaceae, native to
Eastern Asia in Japan, China and Korea. In North America and
Europe the species is very successful and has been classified as an
invasive species in several countries. Japanese knotweed has
hollow stems with distinct raised nodes that give it the appearance
of bamboo, though it is not closely related. While stems may reach
a maximum height of 3–4 m each growing season, it is typical to
see much smaller plants in places where they sprout through
cracks in the pavement or are repeatedly cut down. The leaves are
broad oval with a truncated base, 7–14 cm long and 5–12 cm
broad, with an entire margin. The flowers
are small, cream or white, produced in
erect racemes 6–15 cm long in late
summer and early autumn.

Polygonum cuspidatum This photo
is in the public domain
Polygonum cuspidatum Photo
credit:Velocicaptor

It is listed by the World Conservation
Union as one of the world’s 100 worst
invasive species.
The invasive root system and strong
growth can damage concrete
foundations, buildings, flood defences,
roads, paving, retaining walls and
architectural sites. It can also reduce
the capacity of channels in flood
defences to carry water.
Botanical drawing

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Fallopia_japonica
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Weeds, continued

Rubus armeniacus bloom Photo
credit: Dawn Endico

Himalayan Blackberry (Rubus
armeniacus) Rubus armeniacus,
Armenian Blackberry or Himalayan
Blackberry, is a species of Rubus in
the blackberry group Rubus
subgenus Rubus series Discolores
(P.J. Müll.) Focke. It is native to
Armenia and Northern Iran, and
widely naturalised elsewhere. Both
its scientific name and origin have
been the subject of much confusion,
with much of the literature using
one or the other of the two
synonyms, and often mistakenly
citing its origin as western
European.
Rubus armeniacus soon escaped
from cultivation and has become an
invasive species in most of the
temperate world. Because it is so
hard to contain, it quickly got out of
control, with birds and other
animals eating the fruit and then
spreading the seeds.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Rubus_armeniacus

Rubus armeniacus (Himalayan Blackberry) fruit Photo credit: Eric Coombs
Rubus armeniacus leaves Photo
credit: Aerobic Fox

Rubus armeniacus (Himalayan Blackberry)
bramble Photo credit: Dan Sharratt
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Weeds, continued

Berries, Photo
credit: Petr Filippov

English Ivy (Hedera helix) (aka European ivy, or just ivy) is a species of flowering
plant in the family Araliaceae, native to most of Europe and western Asia. A
rampant, clinging evergreen vine, it is a familiar sight in gardens, waste spaces, on
house walls, tree trunks and in wild areas across its native habitat. It is labeled as
an invasive species in a number of areas where it has been introduced.
The scientific name of English ivy is Hedera helix L. (Araliaceae). Surveys conducted
in 2006 of invasive populations of English ivy in British Columbia, Washington, and
Oregon suggest that most populations in those areas may
be H. hibernica rather than H. helix. The North American
range of H. hibernica was previously thought to be limited
to North Carolina and South Carolina. This change,
however, has not been acknowledged by North American
taxonomic sources as of this writing. H. hibernica is not
listed in regional floras for that area and will not be
further considered in this review.

Roots, Photo
credt:Beentree
Bialowieza

The scientific name of English ivy is Hedera helix L.
(Araliaceae). Surveys conducted in 2006 of invasive
populations of English ivy in British Columbia,
Washington, and Oregon suggest that most populations in
those areas may be H. hibernica rather than H. helix. The
North American range of H. hibernica was previously
thought to be limited to North Carolina and South
Carolina. This change, however, has not been
acknowledged by North American taxonomic sources as of
this writing H. hibernica is not listed in regional floras for that area and will not be
further considered in this review.
The US Forest Service adds this information http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/
plants/vine/hedhel/all.html
Massive trunk climbing a granite rock
cliff, Photo credit: W.J.Pilsak
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Weeds, continued
Clean Water Connection suggests these native plants to replace the aliens.
Red Flowering Currant (Ribes sanguineum)
Deciduous shrub grows rapidly to 8-10.’
Red to pink blooms, fall fruit for wildlife
and golden leaves in autumn.
Bleeding Heart (Dicentra formosa)
Romantic perennial, fern-like
foliage, pink/white blooms.

Wild Ginger (Asarum caudatum)
Fine ground cover in moist
shade. Small flowers grow beneath the heart-shaped leaves.
Wood Sorrel (Oxalis oreganeum)
Favorite ground cover companion to Wild
Ginger, leaves reminiscent of clovers that
close in on themslves when sun goes down.

Mock Orange (Philadelphus lewissii)
Superbly fragrant flowers on a summer’s day,
drought tolerant, and gardener-friendly.
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Mystery plant puzzle
Test your native plant knowledge--identify this tree. The reward is simple but
very satisfying: You will be included in our list of Official Plant Detectives.
Gardener friend, author Barrett, sends
this photo and description hoping for help
with identification. She says, “Most of
these bushes had no berries and were no
taller than about 2 feet, though there
were a few spindly ones taller than me.”
See more pics/clues on the next page.

Official Plant Detectives
Jerry Murray
Sabrina Kis
Carol Hiler
Mike Burns
Nancy Whitehead
Pat Opdyke
Luke Kishpaugh
Dave Whitehead

Send me an email (nwplants@gmail.com) with the correct botanical name of this plant. Good luck! P.S.
Got a plant you’d like to identify? Email it to us and we’ll show it here on our Mystery Plant
Puzzle.
@ More@
@
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Mystery plant puzzle
“Here’s the one with two berries –
and a taller plant”

“This single berry is the shape of, and looks much like a grape
tomato, but about half the size – close to the size of an average
grape (rather than grape tomato)”

3
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Wildlife Corner
Out back with the animals
In the two years since I moved into the neighborhood, I’ve kept the existing bird and squirrel feeders well stocked. In
fact, I quadrupled the collection as well as the variety of foods offered. Each time a new food or feeder was installed,
the feathered and furred neighbors flocked to observe (and usually partake) the additions.
My mother was pretty much confined to her lift chair which we placed
for best viewing of our wild ones as they stopped by. She found it fascinating. Her interest was the main driving force behind the ‘sanctuary.’
The bird field guide from Audobon, a small pair of binoculars, and often
a little doggie napping were her constant companions. It was a lovely
place to watch the wild world going by.
After mom left the earth in April, I stopped refilling the feeders. As each
one was emptied, the visitors moved to another one. Today the only
human provided sustenance has dwindled to a piece of sewet cake and a
bit of nectar for the hummers. I thought no one would notice, and, truly,
activity waned on a parallel with the amount of remaining food. The new
natives planted this year are too young to produce much of a fruit crop.
In fact the Serviceberry has died from neglect: no water.
Last week a Robin stopped by. He tasted the suet cake, poked around
the empty feeders and flew away, quite disappointed I”m sure. Hmmm...
Then a flock of hummers came to see if it was true--if the smorgasbourd
really had dried up. They flitted here and there and then circled up to
the glass doors before swooping away towards the rose garden. I
counted eight birds in this foray. It was a group of emmisarries come to
serve notice. Their message was clear: “Get some vittles on the table,
lady.”
Female Rufous hummingbird.
OK. I hear and obey!
Photo credit: Sberard
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Gardeners speak up!
Questions, suggestions, pats and pans

Particular natives

Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (Alaska Cedar) We have an Alaskan Weeping Cedar that is about 12 yrs. old.
Last year Hurricane Sandy submerged the tree to a height of 4’. Since then, it has turned brown for its full height
and shed a lot of its foliage, but there is new growth which is more prominent at the bottom of the tree. Right
after Sandy water’s receded, I was able to put gardening gypsum aroun the tree (at the recommendation of
several gardeners, which I was told would neutralize the salt). The first attached picture shows the tree right after
Sandy, the second was taken about a month or so ago. Any idea as to whether or not the tree is going to make it
and anything else I can do to help it. —Andrew
From wiki.answers.com.Technically you do not
‘neutralize’ salts in soils. What you want to do is
dissolve and remove them.
If the salts are sodium salts, first you must
displace the sodium by another cation, like
calcium, before flushing the soil with water.
Typically used is gypsum. If you don’t start this
way, the soil structure will be ruined and you
have to start over, adding the calcium and
subsequently flooding.
Flush the soil with water for 3-4 hours over
several days.
Lime--mix 1-2 lbs of agicultural lime into top foot
of soil.
Stir 4 inches of manure or compost into the top
foot of soil.
Before Sandy. Photo credit: Andrew
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Willow identification. I am working on a project to identify
plants living on our wetland property. The willows are turning out
to be a challenge. I believe one is Pacific Willow; the other has me
very confused. Attached is a picture of leaf sample from each tree.
Is this enough for your opinion? Any thoughts will be greatly
appreciated. —Jane.
I find it difficult to positively name any plant without more info-size at maturity, blossom, winter appearance, etc. However, I
think “willow a” is an Arroyo Willow (Salix lasiolepis) and “willow
b” is Pacific Willow (Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra). Both these
species are friends of water. The main difference between the
two is size. The average Arroyo gets to be 30 feet tall while the
Pacific Willow usually reaches 50 feet. Perhaps one of our
gardening friends can help?
Oregon Grape—do
you sell mohonia
nervosas, dwarf
Oregon grape, i
live in Battle
ground Wash. They
do grow 2ft by 3-4
ft wide correct? I
have a hill side under fir
trees, shade, some what
clayish soil. —Rick.

Jane’s willow photos

You are correct in the size of this native shrub. The shady
hillside should suit perfectly. The low spreading habit will
adhere well to the soil and aid in stabilization.
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Can sword ferns be successfully planted in SD in the hot summer? We have an area on the north side of our
yard that is shaded by a large pine tree. At the present time
there are only rocks there. The quality of the soil is poor, but
our neighbors (not friendly so I can’t ask them) have a
beautiful growth of ferns. What is feasible for us? —Frank and
Donna
The best habitat for this hardy fern is moist, loamy soil
in almost full shade. But in a dry shade condition, once
established, deep fibruous roots render it drought
resistant. Take care in the first year to provide enough
moisture to supplement that of nature. Left to struggle
just a bit, this beauty will lock on and survive quite well.
A planting of several ferns will form a cooperative
community helping each plant grow to its finest
epitomy. You will likely have most luck by planting in
autumn.
Sword fern insect damage I am trying to get information
on insect damage in my sword ferns. Sections along the main
stem of the fern are simply stripped, sometimes on the end of
the stem, sometimes in the middle. We do not have deer here
and the damage is not caused by humans. Do you have any
idea what this could be and how I can treat it? I thought
about putting Sevin dust on the ground, but have heard ferns
can be very sensitive to pesticides.
We live north of Seattle. These are established ferns and this
has been happening only the last 2 years of the 40 we have
lived here. Otherwise the plants are healthy. Any advice
would be appreciated. —Trudy
@ More@
@
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Gardeners speak up! continued
You have me stumped. I searched all my sources and not found a thing. Is it on all plants? It could be a varmint
of some sort. My cat chews leaves on anything growing indoors. Are the damaged fronds growing at the same
height or in similar locations on the plants? I’d first make a map with the specifics on where the damage is,
looking for clues that way. Have you looked for skat—maybe the animal(s) pauses while they are foraging. I’ll
post a note on the website, someone may be familiar with this condition.
Thanks for writing back. Yesterday I took some fronds into a knowledgeable nursery and they, too, were stumped.
They said that “Nothing eats sword ferns.” But something sure is eating mine. Some fronds are missing five inches
along the midline, some are missing several inches along the tips. Damage is on the new fronds, but I noticed it last
year, too, but it was not as severe. This seems to be
happening in one area of my yard under an old cedar. The
ferns are all so close and lush, that I am not sure if I can
even see underneath. I don’t think it could be a critter,
because the end of the frond would not hold the weight of
even a mouse.
The woman at the nursery gave me some slug bait to try
on the ground around the ferns, but as I said, they are so
close and lush, I am not sure I can find much ground, but
will try. The damage is not on all the fronds- probably a
fifth of the new ones. Let me know if you have any other
ideas. Thanks again, Trudy
Twinflowers. I found these flowers in Fredericton New
Brunswick, thought I’d share them with you. —Heather
Gorgeous! A perfect nosegay of northwest
native Twinflower (Linnaea borealis).
Another photo by Heather graces the front
page of this journal. Thank you!
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Red columbine. I would like to know where to purchase a potted plant of Red Columbine. From a licensed for
growing native wild flowers of course. I would like to propigate one/some in my area for hummingbird attraction. I do
not have much luck with seeds so I would like to have some “ready to go” as they say. Hope you can help me. --Lilla
(a new transplant to the PCNW)
Find a list of several nurseries who carry plants native to the Pacific northwest on our home page under
“Resources.”
Natives for my landscape. I have the plant
list of the natives. I would like to find a grower
that sells retail nearish Newberg. I need salal,
speciman sized vine maple and flowering red
currant. We had forsythia on our plant list also,
could you think of a natrive replacement? —Dan
A replacement for forsythia—well, if you’re
looking for yellow flowers in spring,
Twinberry (Lonicera involucrata) has bell
shaped flowers though they are not as
plentiful as forsythia. Northern Spicebush
(Lindera benzoin) is often called ‘wild
forsythia’ but it’s native to the eastern US.
Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia) may
work, especially with the delicious bonus of
fruit but its flowers are fringy white. The
heady perfume of Mock Orange
(Phildadelphus lewisii) outperforms most
other shrubs when flowering, clusters of
creamy white. That’s about all I can
suggest. If you just want yellow blooms, the
Oregon Grapes are all winners.
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Wild roses for my driveway
I am interested in planting wild roses along the banks of my long gravel
driveway to add beauty, fragrance and privacy. I live in Caldwell, Idaho
(83607 zip code) and we have sandy soil. We will be installing drip
irrigation and the roses will be in full sun. Can you suggest what wild
roses I should look at. I love the pinks, but also would enjoy adding
yellow and oranges if possible. I wasn’t sure if you sold roses or are more
of a resource for information. If you are not an online retail source, I
would also appreciate a referral to a reputable rose dealer specializing in
the wild type. Thank you and I’ll look forward to your response. -Candace
First, let me tell you that the nursery closed in November 2010. You
may find a list of local nurseries that carry native plants at http://
nwplants.com/information/resources/nurseries.html
Roses native to Idaho are:
Rosa gymnocarpa (dwarf rose)
Rosa nutkana (Nootka rose)
Rosa pisocarpa (cluster rose)
Rosa rubiginosa (sweetbriar rose)
Rosa woodsii (Woods’ rose)
For details on these wild roses, see http://nwplants.com/business/
catalog/indexRosa.html.
I recommend Nootka, Sweetbriar or Wood’s for your driveway. If
you intersperse some Snowberries among the roses you”ll have
white berries with the colorful rosehips in winter.
Thank you so much for writing. Good luck and good gardening!
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Cedar Trees
We currently own a home in the pacific NW and have a couple cedar
trees, one very large and very close to our house. All the tree companies
keep telling us we need to take it down but I want to get some other
opinions. I believe the tree is the western red cedar. It doesn’t seem to be
too sick but than again I don’t know. There is a lot of yellow sap bubbling
on the trunk and it looks like it’s had a fair bit of woodpecker activity. Do
you know of any resources/contacts that could help us get a better
opinion before we decide to take it down completely? What should I look
for for signs of illness and etc? --Luke
The most usual cause for recommendations to down a healthy tree
near a home seems to be fear the tree will topple during a storm
due to high winds, lightening strike, or sufficient rain and/mud slides
to undermine the root system. The other common problems are
damage to the home from tree droppings—needles, cones, branches
or that viscous sap you mentioned.
I encourage you to contact your local extension service for specific
help for your issue.
Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata)
The largest known Western Redcedar, in the world
with a wood volume of 500 cubic meters (17650 cu.
ft.). It is 53.0 m (174 ft) high with a diameter of 5.94 m (19.5 ft.) at 1.37 m (4.5 ft.) above the ground.
(Van Pelt, Robert, 2001, Forest Giants of the Pacific Coast, University of Washington Press.)
Viewpoint location: Near the northwest shore of Quinault Lake north of Aberdeen, Washington,
about 34 km (21 miles) from the Pacific Ocean. It is near Higley Creek in the southwest corner of
Olympic National Park. Photo credit: Walter Siegmund
Mature Western Red Cedars on Reed
College campus in Portland Oregon
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
I live in North Vancouver, BC. At the front of
our house we have three VERY large
Redcedar trees. I was wondering if you know
how much they grow in height and
especially in diameter each year. It is
difficult for me to calculate but I estimate
they are all AT LEAST 80+ ft tall. --ann
As a matter of fact, I do know the
answers. This native can reach 213 to
230 feet tall and from 9.8 to 13 feet in
diameter. The oldest verified is 1460
years. The USDA has an
online booklet titled
Western Recedar – A
Forest Resource in
Transition by Charles L.
Bolsinger, http://
www.fs.fed.us/pnw/
pubs/pnw_rb085.pdf.
Also see Wikipedia’s
article on this species
at http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thuja_plicata
Western
Redcedar
(Thuja
plicata)

Western Redcedar (Thuja plicata)

Note: The Western Redcedar (Thuja plicata) is not to be confused
with the Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens). Both are giant class
native trees, but completely different from one another. They are
visually distinct but at times their common names become confused.

The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Oak Tree companion
I purchased 6 dry root betula nigra from you 10 years ago and they are now about 30 feet tall and lovely.
I was hoping for a recommendation/ point of view regarding what species of tree to plant adjacent to a mature live
oak (100 year old+ 15"dia trunk).
Goal: extend existing shade canopy and create a ‘picnic in an orchard’ feel
Location: Point Reyes Station, CA. Morning Fog. Strong South
Sunlight 10am-3pm. Protected. The Live Oak creates a floor of
litter about 25' in diameter. I want to plant 2/3/4 trees in an area
outside the tree canopy but adjacent to it.
Concerns: Something that is drought tolerant and won’t require
water that will upset the oak, the septic pipe, or the well. A
grove/ orchard that will create a high canopy under
which to pull up a chair and take a nap or set up a
picnic table.
Would you ship mature plants or only dryroot? Warm
regards --Mary
What an inspired idea! There is a brochure put
out by the California Oak Foundation titles
Compatible Plants Under and Around Oaks you
can read online or print a copy. It will answer
your questions I think. See http://
www.californiaoaks.org/ExtAssets/
CompatiblePlantsUnder&AroundOaks.pdf

Garry Oak (Quercus garryana var. garryana)

Another publication from the US Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station that may help is entitled
Pacific Northwest Oak Communities at http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/oak-communities-brochure.pdf
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Serviceberry photo. I just looked at your site to learn
about growing serviceberries from seed. I noticed that
your first photo - pinkish-orange berries - are not
serviceberries. Are they high bush cranberries? Please
find a clear serviceberry photo for identification. —Linda,
Grayslake, IL
Sometimes pictures on our website do get labeled
incorrectly, usually when the subject plant in the nursery
had the wrong tag--not uncommon in any retail business.

Both these photos in our database are labeled northwest native
Serviceberries (Amelanchier alnifolia). They are consistent with this
shrub’s fruit in stages of ripening. Other web resources show similar
photos of ripe and unripe serviceberries. For instance, see
www.malag.aes.oregonstate.edu/wildflowers/species.php/id-103.
So, in this case I believe the photos really are Amelanchier alnifolia.
I am most grateful to you for taking the time to open this
discussion. Your help in keeping our website true is immeasurable.
Thank you!
This is the flower of Serviceberry. Very reminiscent of Mock Orange
(Philadelphus lewisii) though not as fragrant. Overall, this deciduous
shrub is a fine element in the garden. Reaching 6 to 10 feet tall at
maturity, it is extremely hardy in USDA zones 3-10. In the wild, it
grows on rocky slopes and thickets where drainage is important. A
well-behaved landscape plant for sunny, dry areas. Mulch well and
enjoy the results!
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Thimbleberry curiosity—I found your website today while searching
for information about thimbleberries. I’m interested in the topic because
we had a thimbleberry bush growing alongside our driveway when I was
growing up.
The interesting part is that I grew up in the little town of Plainfield, NH.
Looking at various sites online, it seems evident that NH is not within
the native distribution area of this plant. But there it was - growing wild
along our driveway, by a stonewall overshadowed with maple trees. I can
only surmise that maybe seeds got dropped there by some mechanism
years ago, when that stretch of our long driveway used to be the main
road through town.

Thimbleberry, fruit (photo credit:
Walter Siegmund) and flower.

I’m heading back home (from Tennessee) to visit in a few days, and I’m
going to try to find the bush and possibly snag some photos if it’s in
bloom or fruiting. But I’m 100% sure that’s the identify of the plant. I
used to eat the berries whenever I found them ripe. I remember they
were deliciously tangy, slightly fuzzy and fell off easily into the hand.
Just thought you might like to know that. Also, any thoughts about the
feasibility of planting a bush down here in east Tennessee? It gets pretty
hot here, and I’m not sure how well thimbleberry will tolerate the heat.
—Lance
It doesn’t surprise me that this shrub was growing in your childhood
home--the USDA map for this plant shows it to be native up into that
area though not specifically in NH. (See http://plants.usda.gov/core/
profile?symbol=RUPA)
You may be able to have a Thinbleberry in Tennessee. The plant does
well in USDA zones 3-9. Tennessee zones are from 5 to 8. Maybe give it
a perennial plant brother to provide some additional protection.
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued

Salmonberry--I just read your article about Salmonberry bushes and
wonder if you might give me your opinion as to why our bushes have
stopped producing berries. I live in Valdez, Alaska and we have left our
property in it’s natural state and it is covered with Salmonberry bushes.
They have produced large crops of berries for the 20 plus years we have
lived here. Now there are no blooms or berries. Our neighbor down the
road was out picking berries the other day, so there are berries elsewhere.
Any ideas you would be willing to share? Some bushes are in thick canopy
while others are out in the sunlight. Thank you for your time. Beverly
I don’t have a quick answer for your Salmonberry fruiting decline but
some ideas to consider—

Photo credit: John Delano

—Was the flower and fruit crop normal last year and the year
before?
—Were a usual amount of berries left on the bushes last year?
Natural propagation relies on the seeds in the fruits to continue
the health of the stand.
—It doesn’t sound as though
anyone has chopped the bushes
back since last year’s fruiting but
that can be a problem.

Photo credit: David McMaster
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The University of Alaska’s
Cooperative Extension Service can
provide information on this native
shrub especially to your area.
Serviceberries have been enjoyed for
hundreds of years—there is likely a
wealth of data which the extension
service can call on.

@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
About the website
Wonderful website—Thank you for continuing Wally’s wonderful website. I was just introduced to it this spring as I
was researching shrubs to use as a screen from the road for my property. I had spoken with Tim Michelson of Oak
Pointe Nursery who raises and sells native plants and he came out and looked at the property and made suggestions
as to what he thought would work for me.
One of his suggestions was Blueblossom Ceonothus. When I tried to
find information on it on the internet I came across your website. I
spent hours devouring all the information about natives and was
disappointed and saddened by the fact that Wally was no longer with
us. He sounds like a wonderful, caring man and I would have loved to
visit the nursery.
When I came across your beautiful photos of Ceonothus I was smitten.
I needed 29 of them to line the roadside and wanted to have all
Blueblossom but I have not been able to get that many Blueblossoms.
So I am mixing them with Buckbrush. So far they are doing well. I just
planted them a few months ago as the soil was too wet to work earlier.
Good old Oregon clay!
I’m sending a link to your website to my niece in California. She works
at a tourist trap in Sonoma as the head landscaper and is charge of
weddings. She is a very talented plantswoman and I know she will
enjoy the site. I also shared it with our local garden club.
I hope you can continue the site for a long time. —Sharon
Thanks for writing. Notes like this give me a positive outlook and reaffirm my work in spreading interest in our
native plants. Your ‘calico hedge’ sounds lovely.
Wally--I just wanted to tell you much I enjoyed reading about your meeting Wally. I live a little to the west of
Salem; our Coast Range is full of wonderful native plants. —Melissa
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
Resources, suggested or requested updates
Landscape Designers
I was doing some research for a landscape design that was going to exclusively feature native plants. I was pleasantly
surprised to find your site- it’s a great resource!
I would love to be included on the “Designers” page: http://www.nwplants.com/
information/resources/designers.html
I understand that you want to make sure the people you feature are a good fit. Here
are a couple of our blog posts that show our focus. Feel free to let me know if you
have any questions. I will happily promote your site- even if I am not on it!
http://www.rossnwwatergardens.com/portland-landscaping-blog/2013/3/30/a-gardenand-a-backyard-habitat
http://www.rossnwwatergardens.com/portland-landscaping-blog/2013/1/26/lowmaintenance-landscapes-for-portland. — Ben Bowen, Ross NW Watergardens
Done. Thanks for the heads up! I love the shade garden in Lake Oswego! (http://
www.rossnwwatergardens.com/landscape-portfolio/)
Nurseries with natives
La Ferme Noire is no longer operational. Jim and Irina Just have moved out of the
area. --Raylene
Thank you for taking the time to notify us of this change. Sorry this little nursery has
closed. It was charming and unusual with excellent plants.
Serviiceberry in bloom
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Gardeners speak up! continued
I am a retired registered forester, and have come across your site recently. I love your Hansen’s Northwest site
showing native plants. Such a beautiful job you have done!
I am describing and mapping about 100 mainly tree in one of our larger parks near Vancouver, Canada, with the
intention of producing a map (paper or interactive) for the public to use. Are you aware of anybody who has
developed good interactive resource for park or municipal trees?
By the way, I am testing out Leafsnap (an app for smart phones) and find it is interesting but in the early stages of
development. Indicative of the way things will go in the next 5 years, snapping a picture of a leaf, having it identified
and then putting a pin on the map of where it is. A good start. --Blake
Oh my--what fantastic ideas! I have not heard of anyone working with either online or phone apps along these
lines. Considering the thousands of plants we live with every day, you have got the work cut out for you. I’ve
used maps online for Reed College, the Oregon capitol grounds, Bush Park and a few others for specific areas.
The OSU Herbarium and the Oregon Flora Project are excellent resources for information but I am not aware of
any delivery methods used that approach yours.
Please, oh please, keep me informed on how these
projects grow. This is the first phone app I’ve heard
about that has some value for me.
Thanks for the ideas re maps. I will search for them and
study.
I will keep in touch with you, Jennifer. I am a big fan of yours
already and the great work you have done connecting people
to the plants of the PNW. I will also post you on updates to
Snapit and so on as they become more useful They are bound
to evolve a lot in the next few years. --Blake
Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens)
@ More@
@
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Gardeners speak up! continued
My name is Lorrie Kunzler and I just started on Pinterest and would like to use some of your pictures to build my
boards? I am currently building a rain garden and general gardening board and hope to start one specifically for
native plants. Regards, Lorrie
Most of our photos are licensed under the Creative Commons Share/share alike rules. You are welcome to use
them as desired with attribution to our website. I’d love to see your Pinterest boards when they are ready for
viewing.
I am looking for a printed color field guide that I can give as a gift to an avid hiker. Do you have such a thing. --Karen
My favorite book for this is Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast: Washington, Oregon, British Columbia and
Alaska by Jim Pojar and Andy MacKinnon.

Thank you all for generously sharing your thoughts and ideas. I try to answer your emails
within 48 hours but often go longer with a response, especially when research is needed.
Don’t give up! With our native gardens, there are no rules, but our grandparents and
hundreds of generations before their time have met our challenges and prevailed--listen
to what they say! Remember we are working with the very same specimens we find today.

3
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Wally’s Nursery

“Is the nursery still open?”
Hardly a day goes by without at least one email asking this question.
The answer is always the same:

No. The nursery was, but is no more.
The gates were firmly closed in November 2010, leaving
only memories.
For many years, a short drive out of Salem, Oregon, toward east of town
brought us to a
quiet little
neighborhood
with each home
built among old
growth Doug Fir
and Garry
Oaks. Turning
in at the Bower
Court sign, the gravelled road ended with a colorful hand
painted sign pointing to Wally Hansen’s Native Plant Nursery.
The big gates, flanked by mature Blueblossom (Ceanothus
thrysiflorus) sentries, stood open during business hours.
Each season, over 300 species of trees, shrubs, perennials,
ferns and water plants flaunted their timeless beauty in the
nursery garden. There were areas especially prepared for
common growing environments with pathways between on
which to stroll with low wagons provided to hold plants as
they were selected.
The Wild Garden: Hansen’s Northwest Native Plant Database

Blueblossom sentries bid visitors welcome
on arrival and adieu when the visit was over.
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@ More@
@

Wally’s Nursery, continued

The big gravel drive terminated with spaces for parking near a
large manufactured home where Wally and his wife, Audrey, lived
amid the nursery and garden they created.
The little green shed provided lists of plants, special sales and
current maps to the various gardens as well as carts in which to
put the day’s treasures. Most all of the plants were in one to five
gallon pots--quite heay for gardeners to carry!
Often the
shed was
manned
by Wally
or Rory
or Julie,
or other
nursery
folk.
Sometimes
everyone
would be
out tending the
plants,
but
would
gladly stop to answer questions, give advice or take payment for
orders. This was very much a local business run by real people
who cared strongly about the plants native to the Pacific northwest.
@ More@
@
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Wally’s Nursery, continued
Through the years, many displays were created to show the
beauty and versatility of the native plants. The combinations
provided visual vignettes of plants that grew in harmonious
blendings. Wally conjured up many of these scenes as did
others who worked among the plants.
To my mind, the most alluring displays were done by Julie
Nichols, a long time plantswoman who could see the poetry,
the romance inspired by nature. She seemed to understand
the very heart and soul of our natives.

@ More@
@
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Wally’s Nursery, continued

Groupings of plants with common requirements were
placed in areas of their environmental needs and signs
were painted naming the Shade Garden, the West Garden,
and others.
When Wally was no longer able to care for the nursery, his
daughter, Diana, and her husband took on the daunting
task of keeping the nursery alive. Their lot was not easy.
Over time some plants lost their labels and some new
plants were located in various acreages where additional
stock grew. Diana set up a ‘mystery garden’ as a temporary
landing pad for these nameless plants.
@ More@
@
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Wally’s Nursery, continued

More changes were
developed by Diana
and husband to
meet growing needs
(pun intended) of
plants and customers. Always looking
to the bright side
and open to opportunities, an old
truck was adopted
to deliver plant
orders. Diana
painted appropriate
signs, sharing her
sense of whimsy.

@ More@
@
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Wally’s Nursery, continued

@ More@
@
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Wally’s Nursery, continued
Alas, Diana’s valiant try to continue her father’s good work reached
it’s limit in November 2010. The nursery gates closed. There was no
big farewell, no closing celebration, no fond adieu. Instead, the nursery went quietly away with a whisper and those of us who loved it
true, sighed and hold our memories dear.

Two of Wally’s favorite natives: above left,
Trillium ovatum (Western Trillium; at right,
Calypso bulbosa (Fairy Orchid).
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This & That
Notes from Jennifer
First foggy morning! Distinctly chilling, a surprise unexpected though the
weather has been cooling in between 100+ degree days. By noon we were
back to “hot time in the city.”
Right this minute we are in the middle of a fall rainstorm. Lots of water
coming out of the sky. So thankful for this--I hate to water and prefer to
let my garden take care of itself except in serious drought as we ran into
earlier in the year.
On the whole, the plants here in my outdoors are doing remarkably well
for the amount of human interference I provide. When I moved here
in August 2011 the entire place was lush, tidy and photo-ready. The
previous owner had, over the course of 32 years, sculpted almost a privately owned park. Most of the plants were native
here in the Pacific northwest. Rhodies, azalea, coral bells, violets and scads of ferns. There is Meadow Rue in the corner in
front of a big old Douglas Fir just behind the Pacific Dogwood.
To finish it all off, she created a watering system controlled by
four faucets, one at each corner of the house. She gave me a
tour of the sprinkling setup the day she handed over the keys.
I laid down the blueprint she provided and after a couple of
months putting things away I had no clue where that map was.
I usually could not make anything work so decided to jump past
the maintenance I’d planned for the first year to the conversion
to a certified backyard wildlife habitat. By the following spring,
most things were good, overgrown but still alive. The drought
did claim a few shrubs but less than 70 percent of the garden.
Second summer, no watering except a few
2012, Beside the Luckiamute
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This & That, continued
Friend Nona tells me the central Oregon autumn leaf show is still a couple of weeks away. We are planning a photo
fest when the season paints the leaves red, scarlet, gold, orange, bronze and yellow. The bark will be revealed as the
crazy quilt of leaf
settles to the
ground beneath the
trees and shrubs.
Ladies, start your
cameras!

Until next time,

Jennifer

“Just around the
corner”
My personal
favorite of the
photos I shot
during solitary
meanderings in
2011
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